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The purpose of this study is to analyze the development
and implementation of a preventive maintenance (PM) program
for the City of Atlanta's sanitation equipment fleets. The
purpose of a PM program is to keep equipment in satisfactory
operating conditions at all times. The need for a PM program
developed in the city's Bureau of Sanitary Services equipment
fleets. The progam was developed and implemented by the Office
of Motor Transport Services in an attempt to eliminate con¬
tinued equipment failures, downtime, and high backlogs ex¬
perienced by the Bureau of Sanitary Services fleet.
The immediate objectives of the program were to decrease
the high backlog of down sanitation equipment, thus improving
the availability of the sanitation fleet to meet daily service
requirements and secondly, to improve the utilization of main¬
tenance personnel, thus decreasing the amount of absenteeism
and improving the production of maintenance personnel. The
long term objectives were to reduce the amount and cost of
farm-outs of sanitation equipment and to reduce the total main¬
tenance costs at the Office of Motor Transport Services. The
PM program was implemented in June 1980.
This study investigates the development and implementation
of the PM program, in an attempt to determine the effectiveness
of the program in relation to the stated objectives of the
Office of Motor Transport Services. The conclusions of this
study have been reached based upon the results of an explora¬
tory inquiry of policies, procedures, records and mechanical
work at the Office of Motor Transport Services. In addition,
conclusions were drawn based on the results of a quantitative
analysis of four key indicators of effectiveness. The indi¬
cators include; average monthly backlog , manpower production
rates, farm-out costs, and total maintenance costs.
I. INTRODUCTION
As urban areas have grown in size, so have motor
vehicular equipment fleets and their importance to the delivery
of local government services. Large urban areas rely on a wide
variety of equipment to provide a variety of services. Maximum
utilization of this equipment is essential and critical to pro¬
viding services such as police protection, fire fighting, solid
waste removal, and public works construction.
The costs of providing municipal services have risen in
past years due to several factors. There has been constant
high demand for services in urban areas despite a decrease in
urban populations. Another factor which is a relatively new
concern of public officials is the continuing high cost of
foreign crude oil and its derivatives, gas and motor oil. As
a result of these factors, it is imperative that urban adminis¬
trators develop cost-effective programs which will allow maxi¬
mum delivery of services to the public.
The major role that an equipment fleet plays in an urban
government is reflected in the fact that it may constitute as
much as twenty-five percent of an agency's budget, half of which,
in turn, is allocated for equipment replacement. Collectively,




The annual expenditures allocated by local governments
for the acquisition, operation, and maintenance of vehicular
equipment is a major concern of each budget. Many millions may
be needlessly wasted, and many equipment-dependent activities
are inefficiently or ineffectively performed due to poor equip¬
ment management. A study of local government management prac¬
tices by the American Public Works Association concluded that
millions of dollars could be saved annually through the utili¬
zation of existing knowledge and the application of proven
systems and techniques.^
Increasingly urban administrators are experimenting
with innovative fleet and equipment management programs de¬
signed to alleviate specific problems related to effective
utilization of equipment. These programs are being designed
and implemented for the purpose of reducing costs in the
acquisition, operation, and maintenance of equipment and to
ensure the maximum level of service delivery.
The focus of this study is on an analysis of the Pre¬
ventive Maintenance (PM) program developed for front-end con¬
tainer lift and rear-end loader sanitation trucks in the City
of Atlanta, Georgia. The PM program was designed and implemented
^The Institute for Equipment Services and the APWA
Research Foundation, "Administration," part 7 of the Equipment
Management Manual (April 1977), p. 1.
^The Institute for Equipment Services and the APWA
Research Foiindation, "Equipment Management Information Systems,"
part 6 of the Equipment Management Manual (May 1976), p. 1.
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in June 1980 by the Office of Motor Transport Services (OMTS),
which provides maintenance services to the majority of the city's
mechanized equipment fleet. The program was designed specifi¬
cally to improve the availability of sanitation trucks for
utilization by the Bureau of Sanitary Services (BSS).
A. Definition of Relevant Terms
1. Front-End Container Lift - A sanitation truck used to
pick up containers loaded with garbage. These containers
are located primarily in commercial areas, industrial
areas, and housing projects within the city. This truck
utilizes a fork-like device mounted on the front end, to
lift garbage filled containers and empty them into the
hauling area of the truck.
2. Rear-End Loader - A sanitation truck used to pick-up
garbage in residential areas. The garbage is picked up
in bins from curbside and is emptied into the rear of
the truck by sanitation workers.
3. Equipment - The term "equipment" as used in this study
refers to vehicles mounted on wheels in general and
specifically to two types of sanitation trucks.
4. Preventive Maintenance (PM) - PM in this study is defined
as the correct and proper operation, structured timely
servicing, systematic inspection, detection and correc¬
tion of the causes of equipment failures before they occur
or develop into major complications.
5. Down - A piece of equipment is considered down if it is
unavailable for use. It might be down because it is in¬
operable (awaiting repairs) , it is in the shop for PM
services, or it is awaiting parts.
6. Backlog - Record of the number of down equipment awaiting
repairs, PM service, parts or farmed-out.
7. Farm-out - Maintenance work that is contracted out to
private agencies or firms. This may include any work
that is covered lander warranty of a manufacturer, or may
occur when parts are not available in-house, or when
there is a high backlog of down equipment.
8. Shopped - The term "shopped" as used in this study refers
to any time a vehicle goes into the shop for mechanical
repair.
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9. Garage Tumaroimd Time - The elapsed time between the point
of entry into the garage by a truck and the point of de¬
parture of that truck.
B. The Internship Experience
The Office of Motor Transport services is responsible
for the maintenance and upkeep of the City's motorized equip¬
ment fleet. Through control of the fleet inventories and an
array of maintenance facilities, the Office has overall control
of the purchase of motorized equipment and parts inventories
for all City vehicles except Fire and Water Bureau motorized
equipment. In addition, the office handles certain auxiliary
services such as new vehicle preparation, body fabrication,
body interchange, collision repair, the purchase of motor fuel
and the dispensing of motor fuel.
To provide this range of services, the Bureau operates
nine repair stations which are located throughout the City of
Atlanta. These facilities and the equipment fleets they main¬
tain represent a total investment, at today's dollars, of
approximately $35,000,000.^
The intern's experience took place in the Director's
Office, located on Claire Drive in Southeast Atlanta. In
addition to being the headquarters for the above mentioned
operations, the Clarie Drive office is responsible for the
maintenance of heavy and sanitation vehicles. This location
is responsible for the majority of repairs on heavy and sani¬
tation vehicles, with some minor repairs being done at other
^"Study of Fleet Operations," Fleet Management Task
Force, City of Atlanta (October 1980), p.2.
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locations. The intern's position. Assistant Management Analyst,
was located in the Management Services Unit. The writer began
work in June 1980 as an assistant to the maiagement analyst.
The management analyst was responsible for the analysis of
programs and procedures as they relate to the function of Motor
Transport Services. -The management analyst also supervised
computer operators who were responsible for recording main¬
tenance data into computer files for accounting and research
purposes.
As an assistant to the management analyst, the writer
was responsible for research and analysis of various programs
and procedures related to maintenance operations, and specifi¬
cally sanitation equipment. The writer's first assignment
involved an indepth review of maintenance records of sanitation
vehicles for the years 1978 to 1980. The primary objective of
this review was to identify and record data on each sanitation
vehicle relating to the number of shoppings, time of repair
(how long it took to repair) and cost of repairs. This task
was accomplished through the review of work order copies which
were on file. This was a tedious task because it involved
going through many file cabinets and hundreds of paper stacks.
The entire project took approximately three months.
Since the completion of the above mentioned project,
the writer also conducted research and analysis on the "farm-
out" maintenance procedures for cost accountability of farm-outs.
In addition, the writer worked as an assistant to the
Automotive Engineer, whose office is located on Claire Drive
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also. The duties of the Automotive Engineer involve analyzing
city-wide equipment needs and equipment usage, making recom¬
mendations for improvements and/or modifications of usage, and
writing specifications for equipment. As an assistant to the
Automotive Engineer, the writer was involved in the auditing
of the city's fleet in order to determine which vehicles were
to be eliminated from the city's fleet based on low utilization.
The writer assisted in the development of a formula for a cyclic
replacement program for newly purchased city equipment, and
writing specifications for new and old equipment. In addition,
the writer assisted in the continual development of the Pre¬
ventive Maintenance Program for sanitation and heavy vehicles
at the Claire Drive office.
C. Statement-Definition of the Problem
In 1973 , the City of Atlanta converted its sanitation
services from backyard to curbside pick-up of residential gar¬
bage. At the time of the conversion, firms in the private
sector began to compete with the city for non-residential com¬
mercial pick-up services. During the period of conversion and
increased competition, the Bureau of Sanitary Services fleet
was not reduced nor was the Office of Motor Transport's main¬
tenance staff increased in relationship to the new service
requirements. The number of routes was reduced from eighty or
more to about fifty-four, but the crews were required to put
all kinds of materials in the rear loaders and the type of
vehicles purchased changed from low compaction to high
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compaction units with more complex hydraulic systems.
The combined factors of an oversized fleet which began
to age, and which was not being utilized in the manner that it
was designed to be used, and the lack of staff at OMTS trained
to maintain the more complex units led to problems. These
units, which were purchased on replacement, multiplied the main¬
tenance requirements beyond any capacity OMTS had at that time.
Although minor attempts were made to deal with these factors,
they continued to persist and finally developed into a major
problem.
During the early months of 1980, effective delivery of
sanitary services (i.e., refuse collection) became a critical
issue in the city. The major contributing factors to this prob¬
lem was limited availability of equipment in the BSS. This
situation developed as the result of the combination of factors
mentioned above and ineffective allocations of resources to the
BSS and OMTS in budget appropriations of previous years.
Reductions in budget appropriations to the Bureau of
Sanitary Services resulted in a significant decrease in the
replacement of older equipment. As a result of this, the BSS
had to depend on older and/or rebuilt equipment as the backbone
of the sanitation fleet. Newer and rebuilt equipment had been
used for the bulk of the work until they began to experience
mechanical failure.
As the failure of vehicles increased, the BSS began to
utilize reserve equipment, much of which was more than five years
old. This procedure proved to be ineffective because the
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majority of the reserve equipment was too old or had not been
exposed to preventive maintenance services and therefore soon
became inoperative. In fact, all sanitation trucks were being
utilized without exposure to any scheduled periodic preventive
maintenance checks. The absence of a structured PM program
surfaced as the key problem relating to the availability of
sanitation vehicles.
The Office of Motor Transport Services was unable to
deliver timely and effective maintenance services to the Bureau
of Sanitary Services for several reasons. The first and most
important was that the OMTS lacked a structured preventive
maintenance program. At that time, the PM procedures consisted
of an oil change, lube job, and filter replacement. These pro¬
cedures were performed at irregular intervals, usually only
when a vehicle was shopped for urgent repairs. The procedures
proved ineffective as breakdowns continued and the increased
workload forced a limited maintenance staff to concentrate on
priority repair orders. As a result of those conditions, a
very high backlog of down sanitation trucks developed.
D. Methodology
The nature of the study was exploratory. The research
methodology employed included personal interviews and partici¬
pant observation conducted at the OMTS. Officials of the OMTS,
BSS, and other city agencies were interviewed where appropriate.
The interviews were structured and included open ended ques¬
tions. The writer also observed maintenance policies.
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procedures, records and repair work at the OMTS.
The conclusions of the study have been reached based
upon the results of the exploratory inquiry and the results of
a quantitative analysis of four key indicators of the effec¬
tiveness of the PM program. Listed in priority they include:
average monthly backlog, manpower production rates, farm-out
costs, and total maintenance costs. The quantitative analysis
included years 1979 to 1981.
The major limitation of the study is due to the limited
time that the PM program has been implemented. The program
was implemented in June 1980, therefore, there has not been
sufficient time to give a full and conclusive analysis of all
areas of the program. In addition, there are several other
factors which impacted upon the performance of the PM program
and the results of this study. First of all, the program was
implemented for two fleets both of which consisted of a
majority of vehicles older than two years. One fleet was over¬
sized and the other undersized, but changes were made in the
size of both fleets before and during the implementation of the
program. These changes had a significant impact on the outcome
of this analysis, because they impacted upon the PM program in
decreasing equipment failure.
Data used in this study are reflective of the main¬
tenance problems identified earlier and the impact of the im¬
plementation of the PM program on those problems. Most of the
data focus on the period from June 1979 to May 1981, however,
because of records procedures at the OMTS, some information is
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presented in a yearly format from 1979 to 1981.
E. Organization of the Study
The following section of this study presents a review
of the literature relating to PM programs in public and pri¬
vate fleet operations. The review includes the purpose of PM
programs, the components of PM programs, and an analysis of
the effectiveness of PM programs in fleet operations.
Section Three consists of a discussion relating to PM
and the Office of Motor Transport Services. This section is
divided into two parts. In the first part the development of
the PM program for sanitation trucks and evidence supportive
of the need for a PM program at the OMTS is presented. The
second part is given to the implementation of the PM program,
and also the design and operational procedures of the PM
program are laid out.
Section Four includes an analysis of the effectiveness
of the PM program. The final section presents a conclu¬
sion of the study and recommendations for improving the PM
program.
II. REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The literature available on PM programs in the public
sector has been limited in past years, but recently more ad¬
ministrators have recognized the need for more pertinent infor¬
mation on the subject. Administrators in the field of fleet
management are now taking the initiative to engage in analy¬
tical studies for the purpose of improving programs and pro¬
cedures related to fleet and maintenance operations.
The Purpose of PM Programs
The American Public Works Association and its Institute
for Equipment Services represent one of the leading authorities
and research organizations on municipal fleet operations. In
1975, the Preventive Maintenance Program Manual was prepared to
familiarize maintenance personnel and fleet managers with the
PM program developed by their organization. Specific examples
are presented throughout the manual to illustrate the respon¬
sibilities of supervisors at each level and to insure comprehen¬
sion of maintenance responsibilities by all personnel.^
Most of the material in the manual can be applied to
all equipment operations, with minor innovations or choices of
4
The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Research
Foundation, "A Preventive Maintenance Program," part 3 of the
Equipment Management Manual (September 1975), p. 1.
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procedures.^ The contents of the manual cover maintenance
systems, preventive maintenance, technical inspection, and
the use of maintenance forms. The manual does not contain
detailed characteristics of recommended preventive maintenance
for specific types of equipment.
According to the Preventive Maintenance manual ,
The most important phase of the maintenance
system is scheduled periodic PM. PM is ac¬
complished through careful operation and
timely servicing of equipment and by syste¬
matic inspection, detection, and correction
of potential equipment failures before major
defects develop. The purpose of PM is to
keep equipment in satisfactory operating con¬
dition at all times. The prevention of major
breakdowns enables a using department to carry
out its assigned duties in the quickest and
most efficient manner.6
The management of maintenance programs impacts on both
the quality of service delivery and the cost of those services
to the city, and ultimately to the taxpayer. Therefore, it is
essential that managers in maintenance operations initiate pro¬
grams designed to provide the msot cost-effective approach to
specific maintenance problems. Implementation of new mainte¬
nance programs may require the development of new and unique
policies and procedures relating to the cost-effectiveness of
those programs, however, these new policies and procedures can
improve the effectiveness of the entire maintenance operation.
A structured and well managed PM program is a key
^The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Research
Foundation, "A Preventive Maintenance Program,” p. 1.
^Ibid.
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component in relationship to the success of any vehicular main¬
tenance operation. The proper management of a PM program and
the correct applications of services by a competent maintenance
staff, should keep vehicles in the best possible operating con¬
dition and prepared for use at all times. Effective PM can sig¬
nificantly reduce the occurrences of unscheduled servicing with
accompanying downtime, and as a result, management can save in
the areas of repair time and capital investment. Adequate PM
services also extend the life of the vehicle and reduces wear
and tear on parts. As a result of this, management can save in
the areas of vehicle and parts replacement.
The Components of a PM Program
There are three major components of a PM program. The
components include inspection, scheduling, and record keeping.
The components will be defined later in sub-sections of this
section. Before defining the specific components of PM, it is
necessary to identify some prerequisites to the development of
a PM program.
The first step involves identifying the proper pro¬
cedures of a PM program. According to the Preventive Mainte¬
nance Program Manual, mentioned earlier in this section, PM
involves the following procedures:
a. Daily maintenance or inspection services per¬
formed by assigned driver, operators, or
maintenance personnel.
b. Scheduled services performed by maintenance
personnel, mechanics, drivers, or
14
operators.^
There are several steps that must be taken before a PM
program can be implemented. Particular attention must be
given to the type of equipment and major components of that
equipment; and also the environment in which the equipment is
utilized. According to William Diggs, Administrator of Main¬
tenance and operations in Seattle, Washington,
... an item must be reviewed regarding its safety and
potential harm to other components in the equipment.
The failure rate of each component compared with its
normal life expectancy may prove that there is more
wisdom in replacing that part than maintaining it.
Similarly, a component that costs only a few dollars
to replace yet requires two hours to maintain every
month may not justify PM. Next components must be
reviewed in terms of frequency of PM. You need to
consult information from manufacturers. Frequency
of PM cannot be static. If you never experience a
breakdown, the PM interval may be too frequent, or
if breakdowns occur with regularity, the intervals
may be too far apart.®
Before the formulation of the PM program, management
must determine what objectives are to be fulfilled through the
creation of the program. In addition, management must develop
a method to measure performance of the program against those
objectives to ensure that they are achieving the desired results.
Therefore, it is essential that the objectives be sound and to
the point.
When all the previously mentioned factors have been
^The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Research
Ibundation, "A Preventive Maintenance Program," p. 1.
g
William D. Diggs, "How Effective Are Preventive Main¬
tenance Programs?" APWA Reporter (American Public Works Associa¬
tion, December 1980) , p. 20^
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investigated and the objectives detennined, the program can be
formulated and implemented. To achieve success and effectiveness
the program must have the overall approval of management and the
cooperation of line units that are directly associated with main¬
tenance operations. In addition, user departments must receive
information on how and when to turn in equipment for PM inspection.
Inspection
The PM concept focuses on the inspection, adjustment,
lubrication, cleaning, replacement of minor components on a regu¬
lar basis, testing, monitoring, and the evaluation of the equip¬
ments' overall condition. The extent of each inspection should
be clearly defined to limit the items scrutinized and sufficient
time should be allowed to complete the prescribed tasks.
There are two types of inspections that should be made:
daily operator inspection and inspection by PM personnel on a
scheduled basis. Operators of equipment should be provided with
daily check lists for inspection of equipment. Figure 1, Daily
Check Lists for Drivers, exhibits two examples of forms which
can be used that meet or exceed all federal requirements (March
1975)
Upon securing his equipment, the operator must inspect
and note the condition of his vehicle prior to submitting his
daily check list to his supervisor. Equipment found in bad
Q
The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Research
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B. Mechanical Record System




condition or in need of repairs must be deadlined or downed until
maintenance services can be performed. The operator plays an
important role in the success of a PM program because he knows
more about the daily condition of a vehicle than anyone else.
When a truck starts doing things it did not do yesterday - like
making strange noises or using more fuel, oil, or hydraulic fluid -
the operator is the first to know. It is his responsibility to
report all malfunctions. Operators should fulfill the role of
the first and most effective defense against unexpected downtime
The second PM inspection is more detailed and performed
at regularly scheduled intervals by maintenance personnel. The
inspection should be logical, comprehensive and done as fast as
possible. In its manual called "GM PM," GMC outlines the pro¬
cedure ;
Start with the engine. Open the hood; work from one
side of the engine compartment, then the front and
other side. Move completely around the truck, in¬
specting wheels, sheet metal, frame, and body. Get
under it. Lube it from front to back. Finally, get
in the cab and finish up there. If PM inspections
are done by a team, split the pattern between them^
but don't let one man duplicate the other's work.^^
The GMC PM program is based on the "eye concept," this
concept is based on the fact that when a man looks at one part of
a vehicle, his eye automatically takes in much of the surrounding
T. R. Turnbull, "Preventive Maintenance Tips Transmis¬
sion/Steering/Brakes," APWA Reporter (American Public Workd Associa¬
tion, May 1980), p. 15.
^^Comelius Brodersen, Alexander Dvimas, and William
Olcott, "How to Start the Right PM Program," National Petroleum
News 70:68-70, 63-5 (December 1978), p. 64.
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area. In other words, as he checks for specific problems, he may
also notice water and oil leaks, cracked sheet metal or frame
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members, crimped hydraulic lines, loose or lost bolts. In
addition, the good PM man can determine problems just by starting
a truck and driving it a short distance into the garage for in¬
spection .
GMC and the Preventive Maintenance Program Manual both
recommend the development of PM inspection sheets for trucks.
GMC recommends that they be developed with the older truck in
mind. Exhibit 1, A Systematic Sequence for a PM Inspection, is
a comprehensive list of typical items to be checked in various
types of equipment.
Scheduled Preventive Maintenance
Scheduled PM is a systematic inspection of motor equip¬
ment at intervals compatible with recommendations for lubrication
and mechanical services. Automotive equipment is scheduled on a
mileage or time basis. Most authorities agree that scheduling is
an important element of the PM process. William Diggs maintians
that,
... maintenance work must be scheduled so that it is of
the least disruption to the user, evens out the main¬





The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Eesearch
Foundation, "A Preventive Maintenance Program," p. 1.
^^Wi.lliam Diggs, "How Effective are Preventive Maintenance
Programs?" p. 20.
EXHIBIT 1







Manufacturers' PM Inspection Recommendations:
UNDER THE HOOD
Gasoline and Dieset
1. Fuel, oil, and exhaust leaks — inspect
2. Oil and fuel lines—examine for chafing and kinks
3. Automatic transmission — impect oil level
4. Radiator core, water pump, cylinder haad, block, heater, hoses and connections — inspect
for leaks
5. Power steering pump reservoir - check fluid level, inspect for leaks, add if required
6. Inspect all belts, condition and adjustment
7. Electrical connections and mounting bolts of starter, generator, alteriutor — tighten
& Generator commutator and brushes — inspect
9. Alternator-generator and regulator — test and adjust with voltameter
10. Steering gear housing — iiKpect lubricant level
11. Steering gear housing bolts — tighten
12. Clutch and/or brake master cylinder — inspect fluid level — add?
13. Battery — remove cables, dean terminals, reinstall cables, coat with petroleum jelly — test
voltage of each cell
(POS) 1 ? 3 4 S 6(NEG)
14. Battery — Test cells spedfic gravity with hydroirteter
15. Battery — Examine level of each cell, add distilled water if required
16. Radiator — Inspect coolant level and add water if required
17. Radiator coolant — Inspect for signs of oil or combustion leakage
18. Cooling system — pressure test
19. Engine oil — inspect level. Change if at change period or add
20. Governor air cleaner — dean
21. Air compressor — adjust, cut in No.; cut out No.; tighten mounting
Gas only
22. Crankcase breather and oil filter cap air cleaner — dean artd/or replace
23. Fuel filter — clean or replace (replace paper element always)
24. Fuel pump — test and record pressure; pressure No.; vacuum No.
25. Carburetor air deaner — dean or replace
26. Spark plugs — remove, inspect, dean or replace arxi gap. Torque with new gaskets
27. Distributor — inspect contacts for corrosion and cap for cracks. Inspect wiring condition,
and points — inspect rotor for bumirtg/crack
28. Cylinder compression — test and record:
Dry 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 B
Wet 1 2 3 4 6 6 7 8
29. Manifolds — impect for leaks, tighten nuts, with engine at normal operating temperature
30. Cylinder head bolts - torque
31. Positive crankcase ventilator valve — reimve, dean or replace
32. Valves - run engine at proper idle, inspect overhead system and adjust valve lash if required
33. Valve cover gasket - replace
34. Carburetor — adjust idle mixture arxi RPM
35. Ignition timing - set with light





UMOER THE HOOD ICoiitl
Dictd Only
37. Radiator ihuttan — inspect to see they are open before starting en^ne and dose as air
pressure builds up after starting engine.
38. Shutter-stat — lubricate
39. With engine operating at proper temperature — tighten exhaust manifold and exhaust pipe
flange nuts. Tighten air inlet system hose damps. Inspect for leaks
40. Air box draim aixi crankcasa braadicr tubes — with engine running, tee that they arc opwi
41. Primary and/or secondary fuel filters — open petcock and drain water
42. Fuel return line - disconnect at tank or other convenient place. Run engine at RPM.
/ / Fuel return should be vprex. quarts' per minute. Observe fuel for appearance of air
J i / bubbles or gasses
/ 4X Primary fuel filter— celan. Secondary fuel filter— rcgilaee If at dianga period
^ s/ ^/ 44. Engine and oil cooler lines — Inspect for leaks
S J 45. Hi|h pressure lines aisd damps - inspect, tighten or replaoe
46. Fuel jumper lines — tighten if requirad
>1/ 47. Valves - inspect for proper clearance
^J 4& Injector noizlas — inspect and dean at required, set pop presure
J ! yJi Injectors — check and adjust for proper height setting. Inspect overhead system and adjust
%/ J JI
V , ' / ^ / so. Air deaners — dean and refill reservoir with engine oil
51. Emergency stop control — test with engine off
52. Throttle, accelerator, shut-off and choke controls — test operation
63. No-load high speed setting — test and record ^RPM
Test idle speed setting and record ^RPM
j. WALK-AROUND't/ 1. Front sheet metal, paint and bumper - inspect for appearartce/accident
Front lights and directional signals — inspect
Left front tire — inspect for cuts or unusual wear, torque wheel nuts
Left hand tide of cab — inspect for appearance and condition
Left tide door hinges and latch — lubricate, adjust if necessary.WiixioMr regulators and vents
— test operation
Fuel tank mountings — tighten if required
Battery — examine box cover damps. Inspect level of each cell
Left side of body and frame — inspect for appearartce and condition
Left rear tires — examine for cuts or signs of unusual wear. Torque wheel and axle flange
nuts
' 10. Fifth wheel mountings - tiihten H required
Rear of vehicle — inspect for appearance arxi corxiition
12. Cab sheet metal — inspect for appearance and condition
' 13 Right rear tires — examine for cuts or signs of unusual vwar. Torque wheel arxt axle flange
nuts
14. Right tide of body and frame - inspect for appearance and corxiition
15. Right tide door hinges arxl latch — lubricate, adjust if necessary. WitKlow regulators and
vents — test operation
Right front tire — examine for cuts or unusual wear. Torque vheel nuts
Front ball joints — Inspect on both wheels for excessive looseness
Front kingpins arxl bearings — inspect on both wheels for looseness
Front brake linings, anchors, locks, wheel cylinders and drums — inspect, blow out drums







20. Front wheel bearings - dean, repack and adjust for both front wheels. Replace grease
retainer
21. Rear brake linings, anchors, locks, wheel cylinders and drums — inspect. Blow out drums
and shoes, lubricate shoe anchors and cams; wedge-type brakes —.dean and lubricate
actuating components.
22. Wedge type brake systems — retrtove brake drums, dean and lubricate adjusting
components
23. Rear wheel bearings - clean, repack and adjust. Replace grease retainer
24. Front wheel caster and camber — inspect to see that it is within specifications
25. Toe-in — adjust as required
Mil - -
y/ y to. Engine mounts - inspect for deterioration or looseness
» 11. Qutch controls — examine for any abnormal condition.
UNDER VEHICLE
1. Chassis — lubricate according to correct lubricating chart
2. Front tires — examine for cuts or unusual wear
Front springs — irspect for shackle looseness and wear. Irwpect leaves for breakage and
misalignment
Fitman artd steering arms, drag link and tie rod — inspect
Power steering cylinder - inspect for leaks
Propeller shaft - inspect, indudirtg all brackets, flanges, hangers and center bearings
Rear springs — inspect for loose or worn shackles, broken or misaligned leaves
Engine oil — replace oil, filter element and gasket at change period
Engine pan gasket, front and rear crankshaft teals — inspect
7/ 7/;i
7 p.
Inspect dearance and adjustment
Front U-bolts — tighten to specifications
Transmission — inspect for leaks. Inspect the lubricant level. Add?
Automatic transmission cooler lines — inspect for leakage.
V / 15. Automatic transmission linkage — adjust
^16. Transmission support and strut rod — adjust if required
17. Driveline-type parking brake — inspect lining condition and adjust
y 18. Auxiliary or transfer case - inspect for leaks. See that breathers are not restricted. Tighten
/ rear bearing retainer bolts
y// 19l Transmission; auxiliary or trarufer case linkage pivot points — lubricate
V/20. Center bearing, brackets, U-joints and flanges — tighten as required
Rear axle — inspect lubricant level, add if required. Clean breather
Rear axle differential housirtg — inspect for lubricant leakage and pinion bearings for
looseness. See that axle breather it free of dirt
Rear tires — examine for cuts and unusual wear
Rear axle carrier housing and pinion cage bolts — tighten
u.xa. Rear U-bolts — tighten to specifications
/ / 26. Air brake valve devis pin — lubricate
V V ^27. Brake hose, lines, valves, ehambers, etc. — inspect for leaks. Examine cross shaft, cables,
if! linkage for abnormal wear
Vr V /w 28. Air tanks - drain
yf ^ y < 29. Frariw and crotsmembers — examine
^ y Exhaust pipe, iTMiffler. tailpipe and hanger brackets — inspect
y 31. Cab hold-down-bolt insulators - inspect, tighten bolts if required






N % CAB/ORIVER ITEMS ’
V J It interior — inspect for eppearance and condition
yj y 2. Seat adjustment — operate. Inspect seat cushiorts
V W ^ ^ Window regulators and wing vents — operate^ yj MitTXKs — inspect for cracks, discoioration and tightness
^ ^ ^ & All Nghts, horn, Idl-tale lights and dash instruments — test
/ / / ^ Wipers — inspect for correct operation and wear. Adjust, repair or replace aa
V/ Washers-operate
y y ^ Radio; heater and directional signals — operate
'y 'y >y 9. Steering w4>eel —inspect steering gear play.
V brake pedal — test for action and adequate reserve
Vy W/ 11. Parking brake—test for action and adequate reserve
>] yjJ 12. Transmission lever — shift through all gear positions
Vv ^t 13. Clutch pedal-test for action and adequate free play
sy y 14. Fire extinguisher — irapect for leakage and secure mounting
^y y 'y 15. Fire extinguisher — refill or recharge if needed
y y y 16. Tools —tee that those regularly assigned are in the vehicle
'y '/ ’/ Engine emergency stop — test with engine off
y^y / 18. Throttle and accelerator controls — test for bindingf 'y » y19. Choke — test for binding^ V 20. Seat belts — securely anchored and in good condition
Source: The Preventive Maintenance Manual, pp. 14-17
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Authorities recommend scheduled maintenance inspections
should be divided into three classes:
1. Class A - Includes all lubrication and mechanical
services recommended by the manufacturer, plus
inspection and checking of all components and
parts related to the safe operation of the equip¬
ment.
2. Class B - Includes all elements of the A service
plus a check and inspection of components having
a high rate of wear or deterioration or proven
need for frequent adjustment.
3. Class C - Includes all the elements of A and B
inspections plus a thorough check and inspection
of all remaining components and assemblies of the
unit.
The usual continuity of inspection follows a pattern of A, B, A,
B, A, C.. A "C" inspection should be scheduled at least once every
twelve months.
Record System
The record system is important to the success or failure
of a PM program. Adequate and accurate records provide a method
for continuous analysis of the program and the equipment being
serviced by the program. The record system can also be beneficial
to management in the maintenance of cost control and proper
utilization of manpower.
GMC points out that:
... a good record will tell you if the work
is not getting done right the first time.
You need to know repetitive maintenance!
Good records will tell you if there's enough
^^The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Research
Foundation, "A Preventive Maintenance Program," p. 1
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in the truck to do the job you're asking it to do.
An overworked truck demands more frequent maintenance
or reduced workload.
figure 2, PM Inspection Report, illustrates the recommended
format for PM reports.
The Effectiveness of PM Programs
; The concept of PM has proven to be a cost-effective
maintenance tool in fleet operations in both the public and
private sectors. Effective troubleshooting and PM can help im¬
prove the availability of equipment. The right PM or planned
maintenance program can control vehicle maintenance costs, in¬
stead of them controlling management. According to Fleet Owner
magazine,
In recent years, the concept of preventive mainte¬
nance and the methods and equipment for performing
it have changed significantly in many fleets. ^-Jhile
fixed PM intervals have changed, or even been elimi¬
nated altogether in favor of fixed diagnosis checks
in some fleets, and the shop area where the work is
done is no longer rigidly outlined, there is still
recognition of the basic PM principle: little
troubles before they become big troubles.
Diggs maintains that "the effectiveness of a PM program
is a function of how it is structured and how well the results
19
are achieved." In this study, Diggs presents a checklist of
^^Cornelius Brodersen; A-Dtimas, and W. Olcott, "How
to Start the Right PM Program," p. 64.
^^The Institute for Equipment Services and APWA Research
Foundation, "A Preventive Maintenance Program," p. 7.
1 ft
"Equipping the PM Areas," Fleet Owner 63:73-83 (March
1974) , p. 74.
^^William D. Diggs, "How Effective are Preventive Main¬
tenance Programs?" p. 21.
Figure 2A
Inspection Report THIS rOAM ts TO USCO ONLV POA m ACCOAM. All ACPAtAS AnULTItlOrAOM. OA SCHEOULI0 VVtTN THIS INSPCCTION TOAM WILL 0C ACCOADEO ON







□ CHECK IP lltSPECTiON MADE ON DATE SCHCOUlfO O CHECK IP INSPECTION WAS NOT ON SCHEDULED DATE
V* CHECK IF ITEM OK
t. □ AAOfATOA-PILL TO PAQPER LCVEL-PAESSUAE TEST
}. O SELTS-CONOITION AND PAOPEA TENSION
9. □ FUEL SYSTEM-LEAKS. GOVEANOA. AND PUMP SEALS
4. □ lATTEAV -ELECTAOLVTE. VOLTAGE, MOUNTING
1 □ EXHAUST SYSTEM LEAKS. CONDITION. MOUNTING
C O AIACLEANCA'SEAVICE. CONDITION. MOUNTING
7. O CAANKCASE-OAAINANOAEFILL
5. O FILTEAS • CHANCE OA CLEAN, OIL. FUEL WATEA
S. O HEATCA-DEFAOSTEA OPEAATION
ia □ ALL LIGHTS AND SIGNALS OPEAATION A CONDITION
11. O CLUTCH • FAEC PEDAL OPEAATION. NOiSE
II. □ CAB. INTEANAL -WINDOW CLASS. MIAROAS
19. □ SUSPENSION AXLES. SPRINGS. EQUALIZERS. "V" BOLTS
14. O TRANSMISSION-LEAKS. MOUNTING. LU0A1CANT
LEVEL VENT
It. O PTO AND CARGO PUMP-MOUNTING. CONTROLS. OPERATION
□ COMPLETE THE FOLLOWING SPECIALPAOCEOURES: Ml.
X -ADJUSTMENT MADE 0 -REPAIRS AEOUIAEO
IB. O OIFPERENTIAL LEAKS. LUBRICANT LEVELS. VENT
17. □ DRIVE SHAFT, UNIVERSAL JOINTS. YOKEl SPLINES
IB, U TIRES - CONDITION. INFLATION. RIMS. LUOS
IB. O FIFTH WHEEL • MOUNTING. BUSHINGS. LATCHES
90. □ BODY • DAMAGE. PAINT. MARKINGS. FLAPS. BUMPERS
If. □ LICENSE PERMITS. TAGS. INSPECTIONS. PLACARDS
17. O MOUNTED EQUIPMENT - REFRIGERATION SYSTEM.
AIR CONDITIONING. WINCHES. ETC*
19. O AIR SYSTEM - LEAKS. OPERATION. DRAIN AIR TANK
14. a BRAKES-CHECK AND ADJUST
15. □ FIFTH WHEEL PLATE CRACKS. MOUNTING, WEAR. KINO PIN
as. O LANDING GEAR CONDITION. OPERATION. MOUNTING
17. □ TANK DOME COVERS. VENTS. VALVES




9a a LUBRICATION complete lubrication
.a
COMPLETE-A** FM ItRVICt
l-sa complete pm "A” SERVICE 1-90
9a OOVERNOR-CHECK AND ADJUST 9B-42.
97. IGNITION POINTS. PLUCl TIMING Bl.
9a CARBURETOR • CLEAN, ADJUST 97.
9a THERMOSTAT. SHUTTERSTAT. TEST. ADJUST. REPLACE S3L
4a AIRCIMPRESSOR'CLEANAIRFILTER 94.
41. SPRING. TOROUE'V'BOLTS AND ALIGNMENT CLIPS Sa
49. BODY. CHECK CAB AND BODY MOUNTING. CARGO IB.
FASTENING DEVICES 97.
complete pm -a**SERVICE
COMPLETE PM "B** SERVICE
COMPRESSIONOHECK EACH CYLINDER WITH GAUGE
FUEL PUMP - MOUNTING. PRESSURE. OPERATION
INJECTORS. VALVES • CHECK. ADJUST
WHEEL ALIGNMENT*CHECK. ADJUST
ENGINE-TOROUE CYLINDER HEAD! ROCKER ARM SHAFT. MANIFOLD
WHEEL BEARINGS. CHECK. REPACK
BRAKES • CHECK DRUMS. LININGS. AND CVLINOERI
THIS CHECK AKD LUBRICATION HAS HEN COMPLETED
AND ALL INDICATED REPAIRS HAVE BEEN SCHEDULED,
COMPLETED. OR NOTED FOR REFERENCE.






FIGURE 2 PM INSPECTION REPORT
The Preventive Maintenance Manual, p. 7.
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figure 2B - pm inspection report
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CJIMAOtTtntCM.|.eAK$.CONO(riON.I.:OMffnNO 14 o
AIR CLtAMfK>S|RVtCt CONDITION. MOUNTlfMI ft. O
CKANKCASf.DRAIN AND RCFIU Ff. O
FllTtR$-CMANCCOItCLIAN.OIl.FVtL14AnK « □
MKATfR-OCFROSTCR.OmiAriON 91 O





FTO AND CARGO RUMF MOUNTINO. COIfTROLt ORCRATION
91. D
94 a
OOftfRLtrt TMt FOLLOWING SFfOAL FROCCOURtt:
ff» ^
OROUFtSCRViCt
eORPLtTf Fit ”A* St RVICt
GOVfRNOR«OICCK AND AOAIfT
ICNtTION FOHm FLUGl TIMING
CARtURITOR-CltAN. ADJUST
THtRMOSTAT.iNUTTinSTAT.Tttr, AOJUfT. RtFLACt



















DRIVI SHAFT. UNIVIRSAL JOlNTl V0KI4IFLINI9
TIRCieONOITlON. WFlATlON, RIW4 LUOS
FIFTH WMtlL>MOUNTINO. •USMIW04 LATCHtt
•OOY.QAMAOC. FAINT. MARKINGS. FLAF4 fUMFCM
LKCNW-FCRMITl TAG! WSFtCTIONt FLACAROS
MOUNTtO tOUlFMtNT.RIFRlOIRATION SVfTtM
AIR CONOITIONINa WiNCNIl ITC
AIR tVSTIM-LtAKt DFtRATION. DRAM AIR TANK
9RAKtS>€MteK ANO ADJUST
FIFTH WHttL FLATI-CRACKl MOUNTMO. NtAR, KINO FIN
LANDING OCAR-CONOITION. OFfRATION. MOUNTING -
TANK-OOMt COVERl VfNT4 VALVIS
UNLOADING lOUlFMtNT-MANIFORLO ANDFIFIN4 ••■TtRS
ANORtAOiNGS





eOMFlfTt FW "A" SCRVId
COMFLtTf FM Si RVICt
COMFRtSStON.CNtCK CACN CniNOfR NITN OAUOl
FUCL FUilF.UOUNTINO. FRfSSLIRI. OFCRATKlN
mXCTORl VALVES-CMtCK. ADJUST
WMKL ALIONMENT^CHECK. ADJUST
INGINt. TOROUt CYLINOCR HIA04 NOCKtR ARM »«AFt. MANIFOUI
WHIfLStARINOS-CNCCK, RIFACK
SRAXES>CMCCK ORUMl LMINOl AND CVLINOCRt
DM
B. Report with Cost Information
FIGURE 2 PM INSPECTION REPORT
Source: The Preventive Malnt^ance Manual, p. 8.
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indicators which can be used by managers to measure the effec¬





- Minimijm disruption of user
- Minimum downtime of equipment
- Better scheduling of maintenance personnel
20
- Equipment life extended
The method for analyzing effectiveness of a PM program
can be determined in different ways, but some procedure must be
predetermined. This procedure must be developed in a manner
which allows precise analysis of performance in comparison to
objectives of the program. If this is done properly, management
can determine if the expenditures for the program are justified.
T. R. Turnbull, supervisor of Product Service for Fiat-
Allis Construction Machinery, Incorporated, in his study con¬
cludes that.
No PM program can eliminate downtime. It will, however,
make downtime more predictable and scheduled maintenance
more efficient. With scheduled downtime, maintenance
managers and dealer servicemen can have needed parts on
hand so repair and replacement tasks can be performed
quickly and conveniently.






"Preventive Maintenance Tips Trans-
p. 15.
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through the utilization of a well organized and well structured
PM program.
III. PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE AND THE OFFICE
OF MOTOR TRANSPORT
The Development of a PM Program for
Sanitation Vehicles
There were several factors which led to the development
of a preventive maintenance program for sanitation vehicles at
the Office of Motor Transport Services. In an attempt to reduce
the high backlog of down equipment, the OMTS increased the use of
overtime. The continued use of overtime created labor relations
problems within the OMTS and as a result, the OMTS experienced
higher than normal absenteeism and vacancies.
The organization appeared to have become completely
demoralized. Employees appeared to become more frustrated with
the increased use of overtime to solve the problem of equipment
shortages. The employee response was to increase the absenteeism
rate, therefore, more overtime was necessitated to offset the
increased absenteeism and to respond to the continued high main-
22
tenance demand. OMTS found that the regular use of overtime to
meet normal productive requirements was ineffective and had little
impact on improving the delivery of maintenance services.
A more important related problem was the fact that OMTS
had not been budgeted the funds to sustain the level of overtime
O p
Interviews with officials of the Office of Motor Trans¬
port Services, Atlanta, Georgia, 12 May 1981.
29
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which would be essential to fulfill the maintenance demands in
the heavy truck area throughout 1980. The majority of the expended
overtime hours were being used to repair sanitation equipment. All
heavy trucks in other agencies were a lower priority for mainte¬
nance and the OMTS was developing a high backlog of their down
equipment also.
The Bureau of Sanitary Services was confronted with a
similar dilemma. The high rate of equipment failure and slow
turnaround time by the OMTS forced the BSS to utilize overtime to
ensure consistent service delivery. By April 1980, the BSS was
unable to meet its daily service commitment without the use of
overtime. As a result of this practice, the BSS found itself
rapidly expending the resources available in its 1980 overtime
account.
The above mentioned complexities did not develop over¬
night. The Directors of the Office of Motor Transport Services,
the Bureau of Sanitary Services, and the Commissioner of Environ¬
ment and Streets were aware of the potential for problems as
early as September 1979. These officials made proposals for im¬
proved management programs in fleet operations during the 1980
budget proceedings, however, no action was taken on their proposals
and the OMTS and BSS continued to experience problems.
On April 30, 1980, the Director of Motor Transport Ser¬
vices wrote a memorandum to the Chief Administrative Officer, the
Commissioner of Finance, and other city officials, explaining the
effects of the 1980 budget on service delivery. In this memorandum,
it was expressed that the city might experience serious service
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interruption particularly in the BSS, due to inadequate equipment
availability beginning as early as June 1980. The Director also
pointed out that conditions were likely to worsen throughout the
remaining months of 1980 and all of 1981, The Director also iden¬
tified several factors which led to the development of this prob¬
lem:
1. The failure of the city to maintain a regular
replacement cycle for rear loaders and front-
end loaders during the 1970s.
2. The increase in service demands on OMTS for
repair of these units due to their increased
age.
3. The deterioration over the same period of rear
loaders and front-end container lifts as the
city consistently has refused to authorize addi¬
tional mechanic positions to establish scheduled
preventive maintenance programs.
4. The heavy dependence on overtime in OMTS to
provide routine and extraordinary maintenance
in the heavy truck area without regard to
equipment service demands of line departments.
5. The high turnover of supervision and mechanics
in the heavy truck area shops due to utter frus¬
tration with the constant crisis in equipment
availability and user demands which require regu¬
lar forty-eight to fifty-four hour work weeks.23
City officials reviewed the OMTS memorandum and made a
brief analysis of the identified problems. As a result of their
analysis, they determined that it was necessary to undertake a
more indepth study of fleet operations. Two committees were
established to review operations at the OMTS, and make
23
Ernest G. Barefield, Director, Office of Motor Trans¬
port Services, to Arthur B. Cummings, Sr., Chief Administrative
Officer, Atlanta, Georgia, 30 April 1980, Personal Files of
Ernest G. Barefield.
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recommendations for long-term improvements. Finance Commissioner
Davis made the following recommendations to be taken immediately:
1. Reduce the fleet immediately in those areas
where surpluses can readily be identified,
to help take some pressure off the OMTS.
2. In conjunction with reducing the fleet, assign
some existing personnel to the second shift for
preventive maintenance scheduled repairs, thereby
increasing vehicles available for assigned opera¬
tions during normal work hours.
3. Contract out the work which can be cost-effectively
done so, freeing up existing OMTS resources to con¬
centrate on priority work.
4. Insure that advanced delivery dates for all motor
vehicle equipment, especially Bureau .of Sanitary
Services units, are met for 1980 budgeted items,
and for units to be budgeted in 1981-
5. Perform detailed analysis of the impact of items
enacted in 1980 on OMTS productivity and effi¬
ciency, and attempt to docviment the causes and
impact of vacancy rates and "lost" productive
hours.24
In May of 1980, management and maintenance personnel
began to design a PM program. The immediate objectives of the
program were to decrease the high backlog of down sanitation
equipment, thus improving the availability of the sanitation
fleet to meet daily service requirements and secondly, to im¬
prove the utilization of maintenance personnel, thus decreasing
the amount of absenteeism and improving the production of main¬
tenance personnel. The long term objectives were to reduce the
amount ''and cost of farm-outs of sanitation equipment and to
2 A^Charles L, Davis, Commissioner of Finance, to Arthur
B. Cummings, Sr., Chief Administrative Officer, Atlanta, Georgia,
2 June 1980, Personal Files of Ernest G. Barefield.
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reduce the total maintenance costs. The PM program was inpla¬
mented in June of 1980.
The Implementation of a PM Program
for Sanitation Vehicles
The PM program at the Office of Motor Transport Services
was designed and implemented, with minor adjustments, according
to the guidelines and procedures listed in the Preventive Main¬
tenance Program Manual. The guidelines and procedures of this
manual were presented earlier in this study as part of the litera¬
ture review. The objectives of the PM program were defined in
the previous section, therefore, this part includes a review of
the components and operational procedures of the PM program at
OMTS. This part is divided into three sub-sections.
Inspection
The OMTS utilizes two types of inspection, daily opera¬
tor inspection and scheduled inspection by PM personnel. Opera¬
tors of sanitation equipment are required by the OMTS to inspect
the truck to which they have been assigned at the start and com¬
pletion of their operating shifts. Defects discovered during such
inspection, or during operation of the equipment is recorded on a
form provided by the OMTS. The categories of items on this form
is similar to those contained in Figure 1 of Section Two. This
form serves as a check-off list of items to be checked as well
as reported. If the operator detects any problems that may pre-
«
vent the utilization or further damage the equipment, he is to
report the malfunction to his supervisor. The supervisor will
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consult with maintenance personnel, who will further investigate
and make a decision on the equipments' status.
Management at the OMTS decided to assign the majority of
its best heavy duty and diesel mechanics to the PM program. PM
inspections performed by these maintenance personnel are more
detailed and specifically designed for sanitation trucks. Ex¬
hibit 2, Monthly Performance for PM (A, B, and C) for Heavy
Truck Operations, is a comprehensive list of the items to be
checked during the inspection of sanitation trucks.
Scheduled Preventive Maintenance
Scheduled PM for sanitation vehicles occurs daily at the
Claire Drive office, on the second shift Monday through Thursday
and all day on Fridays. This is the time when a greater number
of vehicles are available for PM, therefore causing the least
disruption to the BSS work schedule. In addition, maintenance
personnel on the first shift are free to concentrate their
effort on repair of priority equipment and non-scheduled main¬
tenance that occurs because of mechanical failures in the field.
The schedule of PM inspection intervals were designed
based on the recommendations for lubrication and mechanical
services listed in each type trucks' manufacturer's operational
and maintenance guide. Scheduled maintenance inspections are
divided into three classes, A, B, and C. The initial conti¬
nuity of the inspection followed a pattern of A, B, A, B, A, C,
A, B, A, B, A, C, however, there have been some adjustments
made according to the utilization of the vehicle. The trucks
CITY OF ATLANTA
OFFICE OF MOTOR TRANSPORT SERVICES
PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE SERVICE - TRUCK OPERATIONS
Schedule Type A, B or C Schedule Date
Cost Center No. Truck No. |
Mileage Hour Meter
NOTE; Steam Clean Cab, Engine and Transmission on B t C Service.
Needs Assigned
Schedule Items for Check or Service Serv. Adj. OK Replaced Repair Item Tech,
DRIVE ON INSPECTION - PMS I
Check Parking Brake A B C A-1
Check Brake Adjustment E! B C A-2
Check Condition of Seats 6 Floor B C A-3
Check Wiper Operation 6 Blades B B c A-4
Check Horn B B c A-5
Check Door Glass 6 Mirrors B B c A-6
Check All Safety Equipment B B c A-7
Check Clutch Play & Gear Shifting E B c A-8
Check Air Tank ( Valves B B c A-9
WALK AROUND INSPECTION - PMS II
Check All Lights
1
iJ B c B-1
Check for Physical Damage A 6 c b-2
Check Fuel Tank Mounting B c B-3
Check Body Mounts A B c B-4
Check Cab Hold Down Latches A B c B-5
Check Radiator Core A B c B-6
Inspect Tires for Wear A E c fe-7
Inspect Body i Frame for Cracks A B c B-8
Check Wheels for Cracks ( Lugs A B c B-9
Check Tires for Correct Air Pressure A B c B-lO
ENGINE COMPARTMENT INSPECTION-PMS I
Check Anti-Freeze Level A B c C-1
Check for Coolant fc Oil Leaks A B c C-2
Check Oil Levels t Fluid A B c C-3
Check Hose Condition A B c t-4
Check All Belts 6 Adjust B c C-5
Service Air Cleaner or Replace A B c C-6
Service Crankcase Vent System B c C-7
Choke, Throttle, Engine Shut Down B c 6-6
Exhaust System for Leaks B c C-9
Change Fuel Filters B c C-10
Change Engine Oil Filters B c C-11
Adjust Valves c C-12
tlush t^ooling System & Refill c 6-13
£heck Engine Compression c I C-14
Source: The Office of Motor Transport Services, City of Atlanta, Georgia.
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Schedule Type A, B or C






Schedule Items for Check or Service Serv. Adj. OK Replaced Repair Item Tech.
PACKER INSPECTION - PMS I
Check Packer Cycle ( Controls A B C D-1
Check Cylinders, Hoses, t Valves A B C b-2
Inspect Packer Blades. Rams 6 Body A B c b-3
Inspect Tailgate & Body Hoist A B c D-4
Inspect Hydraulic Pump t Coupling A B C b-5
Inspect Locking Cap Screws 6 Nuts A B c B-6
Drain All Hydraulic Oil 6 Refill c D-7
Tighten Packing on Hydraulic
Cylinders c D-8
UNDER VEHICLE INSPECTION-PMS 1 6 11
Inspect Rear Axles t Housing A B c E-1
Inspect Springs for Leaves
« Alignment A B c E-2
Inspect Walking Beam Bushings A B c fe-S
Inspect Fuel Tank i Mounting A B c E-4
Inspect Propeller Shaft, Joints
( Bearings A B c E-5
Inspect Engine Mounts A B c E-6
Inspect Engine Oil Pan, Seals
6 Cooler A B c E-7
Inspect Flex Pipe, Mufflers,
Tailpipe A B c E-8
Adjust Brakes A B c t-9
Inspect Frame & Crossmembers B c E^T(3
Inspect Air Tank Valve & Drain t E-11
Drain Water t Sediment from Fuel
Tank c E-12
Remove t Inspect All Drums B c E-13
Replace Brake Shoes t Inspect Hoses B c E-14
Change Transmission t Differential
Fluid and Oil c E-15
Check King Pins for Wear c
Check Body 0-bolts for Tightness B t E-17
Clean Differential Vent B c E^T8
Replace Automatic Transmission
Filter c E-19
Tighten All Bell Housing Belts B ;
check Air starter Filter B -« E-21
Check foe-In Adjustment E:-22
Remarks








are scheduled on a mileage or time basis, whichever comes first.
Record System
The OMTS did not develop any new methods and approaches
for collecting data on the development and results of the PM
program. However, data generated from the operator's daily in¬
spection, PM maintenance inspection forms, and any additional
significant information is recorded and placed on file for later
review. The OMTS recently acquired the computer capability for
25
an efficient Equipment Management Information System (EMIS).
This system will be able to provide management with indepth and
precise information pertaining to the success or failure of the
PM program.
25
The APWA Research Foundation and Public Technology,
Incorporated, "Equipment Manual Information Systems," part 6
of the Equipment Management Manual (May 1976), p. 1.
IV- AN ANALYSIS OF THE EFFECTIVENESS
OF THE PM PROGRAM
The following section focuses on an analysis of the per¬
formance of the PM program at the OMTS in comparison to the
objectives of that program. The objectives of the program were
identified in the previous section, but are listed again for the
convenience of the reader.
Short Term
1. To decrease the high backlog of down sanita¬
tion equipment, thus improving the avail¬
ability of the sanitation equipment fleet to
meet daily service requirements.
2. To improve the utilization of maintenance
personnel, thus decreasing the rate of
absenteeism and improving the production of
maintenance personnel.
Long Term
1. To reduce the cost of farm-out repairs for
sanitation equipment.
2. To reduce the cost of total maintenance for
sanitation equipment.
3. To extend the life and utilization of sanita¬
tion equipment.
Although objective number 3 was not mentioned in the previous
section, it is the underlying principle of the PM program.
As the writer stated earlier in this study, the method
for analyzing the effectiveness of a PM program can be deter¬
mined in different ways, but some procedure must be
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developed in a manner which allows the precise analysis of per¬
formance in comparison to the objectives of the program. Proper
execution of this comparison can determine the effectiveness of
a PM program.
The writer has also pointed out that the record system
is important to the success or failure of a PM program because
adequate and accurate records provide a method for continuous
analysis of the program and the equipment being serviced by the
program. The following analysis is presented in sections by
objectives. The analysis is based on the utilization of a
series of data relating to the development and implementation of
the PM program at the OMTS. This data was collected from main¬
tenance records dating from 1979 to 1981.
Backlog Reduction
This part of the analysis examines the monthly backlog
records of sanitation equipment from June 1979 to June 1981 in
an attempt to determine the effectiveness of the PM program in
significantly reducing the sanitation equipment backlog. In
this section, and in the following sections of this analysis,
data is presented relative to two types of sanitation vehicles:
rear loaders and front-end container lifts.
The writer stated earlier in the study that during the
mid-seventies the city converted its sanitation services from
backyard to curbside pick-up of residential garbage. As a result
of this, the single axle sanitation vehicles in use at that time
began to be replaced with tandem axle sanitation vehicles. The
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replacement focused on both fleets, but impacted most on the
rear loaders. In June 1979 there were 109 rear loaders avail¬
able to serve 62 residential routes and 41 front-end container
lifts serving 30 non-residential routes. The majority of the
reserve equipment in both fleets were single axle and some were
inoperable due to age or mechanical problems.
The average number of backlogged rear loaders for the
month of Jtine 1979 totaled 38, The impact of this figure can
be realized through the use of a simple mathematical exercise.
The BSS needed to have 62 tandem axle rear loaders available
daily to provide maximum services. The total number of tandem
axle loaders in the fleet was 71. When 62 is subtracted
from 71, there are 9 tandem axle vehicles remaining out of
total 47 reserve vehicles. The remaining 38 reserve vehicles
were single axle and were not suited for extended reserve duty.
The figure of 9 was far below the reserve level needed in the
rear loader fleet.
The average available front-end and rear loaders (when
adjusted for availability of tandem axle units) were consis¬
tently below the total vehicles required to cover daily sani¬
tation routes. Residential sanitation routes are based on
utilization of tandem axle rear loaders, therefore, when the
BSS was forced to utilize its reserve of single axle rear
loaders, service interruptions occurred.
The average ntimber of backlogged front-end container
lifts for the month of June totaled 14.03. The impact of this
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figure is determined in the same manner as it was above. When
30 is subtracted from 41, there are 11 vehicles left in reserve
to replace equipment experiencing mechanical failure. The
average monthly backlog of 14.03 exceeded the number of reserve
vehicles needed to operate the front-end container fleet at
full capacity, and caused minor interruptions in daily delivery
of sanitary services during the month.
In September 1979, the rear loader fleet and number of
routes were reduced to 106 and 54, respectively. The number.of
routes for front-end loaders were reduced to 27. Despite these
reductions, the average monthly backlog for rear loaders in
June 1980 was 45.53 and for front-end loaders 19.30. This
represents a continuous climb in average monthly backlog in
June 1980. Both of these figures were much higher than in June
the previous year. A few officials at the OMTS had thought
that reducing the fleet and niimber of routes would help de¬
crease the backlog, but this was not the case.
During the month of June 1980, the PM program was imple¬
mented along with some additional changes. The rear loader
fleet and the nvimber of routes were reduced again to 100 and
54 respectively, however, the front-end container lift fleet
was increased to 47 for 27 routes. In January 1981, the rear
loader fleet was reduced again to its present total of 81 for
54 routes.
Since June 1980, the nxamber of average monthly backlogs
have been decreasing steadily. By Janaury 1981, the average
monthly backlog for rear loaders was 26.54. This figure was
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acceptable because many of the older vehicles in the fleet were
eliminated and others replaced. The average monthly backlog
for front-container lifts in January 1981 was 21.83. This
figure was higher than the average monthly backlog in June 1979,
however, this was partially due to the increase in the age of
the fleet. The other reason was related to the OMTS' continued
lack of skilled mechanics to handle the more mechanically com¬
plex front-end container lifts. The impact of the replacement
cycle and mauipower production of maintenance personnel will be
discussed later in this section.
As mentioned earlier in this study, no PM program can
eliminate downtime and high backlogs, but it can make downtime
more predictable and scheduled maintenance more efficient. The
PM program at the OMTS has done those two things and evidence
supportive of this fact follows in this section. The data
presented in Graphs 1 and 2 illustrate the effectiveness of the
PM program at the OMTS in reducing the backlog of sanitation
equipment.
Improved Utilization of Maintenance Personnel
The writer pointed out earlier in this study that pro¬
duction by maintenance personnel at the OMTS during 1979 and
1980 was low due to a higher than normal rate of absenteeism
and job vacancies. Absenteeism and injury on the job were ex¬
cessive by industry standards. Lost time was higher than ex¬
pected in the areas of sick leave, injury on the job and
vacancies. The OMTS foimd that the high level of sick leave
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and the excessive lost time due to injury on the job were
directly related to the understaffing of mechanics, the high
use of overtime due to job vacancies and the high demand for
maintenance services.
The development of the PM program was an attempt to
decrease the high use of overtime and the high demand for daily
maintenance services. In addition, the OMTS management ini¬
tiated several steps to curb the excessive use of sick leave.
These steps included tightening policies on authorization of
sick leave and monitoring and counselling enqjloyees suspected
of excessive use of sick leave. Since the above policies and
the PM program were implemented, manpower production has in¬
creased sufficiently, but not to the fullest potential.
Tables 1 and 2, Manpower Production Analysis for June
1979 to June 1980 and June 1980 to Jime 1981 respectively,
illustrate the manpower demand, manpower production, total
daily shoppings and average daily shoppings of sanitation
vehicles. These tables compare the levels of maintenance
demand and production for the specified time periods. Manpower
demand is determined by the number 6f daily shoppings and the
daily backlog, daily shoppings, and daily releases of repaired
vehicles .
Table 1 illustrates that the manpower production from
Jime 1979 to June 1980 was consistently low daily, while the
manpower demand was consistently high. As a result of this,
the average daily shoppings were lower than the desired level
of the OMTS. The level was low because there was a higher
TABLE 1
MANPOWER PRODUCTION ANALYSIS FOR JUNE 1979 TO JUNE 1980
Jime 1979 to Jtine 1980 M T W T F S S
Manpower Demand . High High . High High . High . High High
Manpower Production Low Low Low Low Low Low Low
Total Daily
Shoppings 1979 to 1980
370 383 379 431 378 31 0
Average Daily Shoppings 7.1 7.2 7.1 6.5 7.2 0.5 o
Source: Office of Motor Transport Services, City of Atlanta, Georgia.
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TABLE 2
MANPOWER PRODUCTION ANALYSIS FOR JUNE 1980 TO JUNE 1981
June 1980 to June 1981 M T W T F S S





Manpower Production High Low Low High High Low Low
Total Daily
Shoppings 1980 to 1981
473 440 496 449 678 51 21
Average Daily Shoppings 8.9 8. 3 9.2 8.3 12.5 0.94 0.38
Source: Office of Motor Transport Services, City of Atlanta, Georgia.
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daily backlog of down vehicles than the level of shoppings and
releases. In other words, there were vehicles down daily which
were imable to get into the shop because of the low level of
manpower production.
Table 2 shows that the manpower production from June
1980 to June 1981 inq)roved slightly. Instead of the manpower
production continuing to be low, it has improved and varies
from day to day. Demand has decreased also. Average shoppings
have increased due to the lack of a high backlog and improved
maintenance procedures and scheduling practices which were
developed with the PM program. The PM program has provided for
better arrangement and scheduling of maintenance services in the
sanitation fleet. PM is conducted daily on the second shift
and all day on Fridays. Production by maintenance personnel has
improved slightly during the last year, but further inprovements
must be made by management to improve personnel performances.
Reduction of Maintenance and Farm-out Costs
The major long term objectives of the PM program are
to significantly reduce the costs of maintenance and farm-outs
for sanitation equipment. In 1980, prior to the development
of the PM program, the city authorized funding for farm-outs
for sanitation vehicles in an effort to ease the maintenance
demands at the OMTS. Since that time, the city has continued
to farm-out sanitation equipment when necessary. In January
1981, approximately ten mechanics were authorized to be hired
to absorb the farm-out program. The farm-out repairs will be
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reduced as the ten additional mechanics are hired and effec¬
tively inducted into the OMTS system.
At the present time, it is difficult to make a conclu¬
sive analysis of the success of the PM program in reducing
maintenance and farm-out costs. It is impossible to predict
the total costs for 1981, however, a review of these costs
for 1979, 1980 and the first five months of 1981 can give an

















There are two key elements of a successful maintenance
program which gurantee extended equipment life and performance:
PM and a good cyclic replacement program. These two elements
complement each other, but usually, one is not a success with¬
out the other. In the following paragraphs, a brief discussion
of the equipment replacement program at OMTS is presented.
The current equipment replacement program at the OMTS
is based on funding availability as opposed to the real equip¬
ment needs of the fleet. As such, it provides for uneven and
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irregular equipment replacement cycles that resulted in continued
changes to the con5)Osition and structure of the fleet. These
changes make it impossible to control the factors that influence
the size, reliability and cost of the fleet and, consequently,
the services it provides. The current approach to equipment
replacement is ineffective for the needs of the OMTS.
In order to insure maximum return on equipment investment
and full equipment performance throughout its service life, the
fleet should be continually ridded of the old, the deteriorated
and the excessive equipment. Every attempt should be made to
keep the average model year age of each equipment category
reasonably close to one-half of its economic service life. The
OMTS has failed at doing this, as over half of the sanitation
fleet is older than five years and the rest have aged prematurely
due to the lack of PM in the past. The replacement cycle at
the OMTS must be redesigned to insure savings in equipment in¬
vestment and to guarantee the success of the PM program. The
new replacement should be performed on a consistent and even
basis.
V. CONCLUSION
The development and implementation of the PM program at
the OMTS has been successful considering the excessive size and
old age of the sanitation fleet at the time of implementation.
Although reductions were made in the size of the fleet prior
to and after the start of the PM program, the age of the fleet
continues to cause problems. It is for this reason that the
overall effectiveness of the program is questionable.
The immediate objectives of the program have been sub¬
stantially met. The backlog of down sanitation equipment has
decreased to a level which ensures the availability of the sani¬
tation fleet to meet daily service requirements. In addition,
the PM program has improved the scheduling of maintenance
work and personnel, therefore, increasing the productivity of
the maintenance staff. Absenteeism and sick leave continue to
occur, but not as a result of employees revolting over continued
overtime assignments or disorganization of maintenance pro¬
cedures .
The long term objectives of the PM program will be dif¬
ficult to achieve for several reasons. The sanitation fleet
is still too old and continues to experience a higher than
average rate of mechanical failure. In addition, the OMTS con¬
tinues to farm-out sanitation equipment at a rate of about four
per day. The root of the problem is centered around the fact
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that the replacement cycle at the OMTS is ineffective. As a
result, farm-outs and maintenance costs will continue to esca¬
late, unless effective changes are made in the replacement cycle.
The PM program will continue to provide a method for discovering
minor mechanical problems in equipment before they develop into
major problems, but it will not intact on cost reductions until
the replacement cycle has been redesigned.
The writer recommends that the OMTS immediately develop
a replacement cycle which allows for a miform fleet, consistent
and even replacement of older vehicles until they are eliminated
from the fleet. In addition, the writer recommends that the
city and the OMTS investigate, develop, and implement new
management concepts for its sanitation and other heavy truck
fleets. The following is a list of some new concepts that are
gaining widespread application in the field of equipment manage¬
ment :
1. Computerized fleet management systems
2. Centralized fleet ownership
3. Fleet rental programs
4. Total cost bidding
5. Vehicle replacement based upon economic life
6. Use of vehicle replacement revolving fimds
7. Mechanic training and certification
8. Management by exception
9. Shop space and shift projections10.Work measurement
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The use of these innovative programs and procedures,
complemented by an adequate maintenance program and staff will
provide the OMTS with the essential tools to minimize fleet
costs, extend equipment life and guarantee the timely delivery
of municipal services.
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